
SPECTATOR LIMITATIONS 

 

Due to current capacity restrictions in place due to COVID, we do have limitations on 

spectators.  We have made every effort to include spectators in all sessions possible. 

NOTE:  In the sessions below that do allow spectators, limit is 1 spectator PER FAMILY.  We 

will have a check-in at the door for spectators as they enter building.  Once 1 spectator has 

checked in for the family, no additional spectators will be able to enter for that session.   

A person counts as a spectator no matter their age. 

 

Friday Night Session  

Due to swimmer count of 150 swimmers for Friday night, under our current capacity 

restrictions, we would not be able to have spectators.   However, in an effort to be able to allow 

each family to have 1 spectator that night during their race, we will be following the below for 

entrance of the spectator:   

- Spectator with a swimmer in Event #1(400 IM) and Event #2(500 Free) will be able to 

enter building any time after doors open at 4:30 pm.  

- Spectator with a swimmer in Event #3 (200 IM) will be able to enter building any time 

after 7:45 pm.  The event is estimated to begin at 8:16 pm. 

With swimmers only swimming 1 event that night, when spectators enter for the 200 IM 

starting at 7:45, many of the ones in pool area for an earlier event will be finished and have 

already left the building, which allows the space for the additional spectators that night 

without going over any current capacity limitations. 

 

Saturday & Sunday Sessions (with exception of finals listed below) 

1 spectator per family.   

See additional spectator details in red note above.   

 

Saturday & Sunday Night Final Sessions 

Due to current swimmer count estimate for Finals sessions both nights, we project we will not 

be able to have spectators at finals. 

On the day of the meet, after all scratches are processed, if the final swimmer count does drop 

to 110 swimmers, we will be able to allow spectators.  If this occurs, we will send out an email 

to all the teams and post the change on our PACK website under “Hosted Meets.”     

  

We will be streaming all the meet sessions on our Public PACK Swimming Facebook Page, 

which will allow additional family members or friends to watch the meet as well at:  

https://www.facebook.com/PACK-Swimming-198712450171752  

https://www.facebook.com/PACK-Swimming-198712450171752

